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Darlene Loucks

From: Elections Regina
Sent: Monday, March 27, 2017 2:17 PM
To: Darlene Loucks
Subject: FW: Elections Messages 

 
 

From: Danita Angielski  
Sent: Monday, October 31, 2016 9:49 AM 
To: Clerks <Clerks@regina.ca>; Elections Regina <elections@regina.ca> 
Subject: FW: Elections Messages  
 
Hi  I was asked to forward the following resident messages that were received here in the Mayor’s Office last week 
although for the first two names were left but no phone numbers were provided.   Also please see the two attached 
emails.  Thanks. 
 
“Hey good morning this  calling I represent 3 votes in Area 6.  We have had difficulty voting in this last 
election  Went to Scott Collegiate weren’t able to had to go  the east end and it was vacant. As a result there are some 
candidates that didn’t get these votes and we are not very happy. You better think about us First Nations. It is one of 
those things that indicate to us that you don’t care. So give it some thought.” 
 
“Hello My name is  it is Thursday Afternoon.  First let me say honourable mayor congratulations on being re-
elected. I am very happy about that?   I just want to put in my 2 cents concerning how the Election went not the results 
but the actual process of it. Firstly I should mention about the voter cards that were supposed to be mailed.  My 
experience with that is 1 in 6 received it although they say they were mailed out through Canada Post.  I personally 
discussed it with 6 friends and relatives in all different parts of the city and only 1 in 6 received their r card.   it is hard 
come out to vote to when they and where to vote I’m not surprised that  small percentage came out Not many are going 
to pick up the phone like I did to find out the procedure.  – I am one I in6 that came out to vote.   As for the actual process 
is the most cumbersome and complicated voting procedure I have ever experienced in my life not like Federal or the 
Provincial much simpler   At poll 22 I went through 6 steps to get in and out of there. the first is to go to the receptionist 
where they attempt to find your address then they send you to fill out the long form which I have never done 
before  show more identification and show more id   4th step to where the actually give the long pages to vote where 
they give you no instructions how to fold it  then you go to actually vote then you go over to the lady who tells you how 
to put it in the machine  10 to 15 minutes during the day without being lined up. Or people just left  plenty of room for 
improvement  in this process  - they might think it improved but this was the worst  and not receiving a voter card.” 
 
Danita Angielski 
Administrative Assistant 
Office of the Mayor  
 
P: 306.777.7339 
F: 306.777.6824 
E: dangielski@regina.ca 
Regina.ca 
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